
They, with that look in their eyes, 
answer even those things we have yet 

to ask, turning themselves thus 
into the essence of our work
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They, with that look in their eyes, 
answer even those things we have yet 
to ask, turning themselves thus into 

the essence of our work

Our guides are our feelings, our values, our desire 
to create, to help…

Cal Rei is a young and innovative company 
focused on research, manufacture and sale of 

technical textile products for the equestrian world. 

We have combined the experience of a great 
horsewoman and founder of the firm, with the 

familiar textile tradition during more than 50 years 
and the result has been surpassingly excellent. 

This is why, under the supervision of an 
exceptional team of professionals, recognized 

vets, coaches and international horse riders, we 
have created textile products that are unique, 

breathable, light and above all specifically 
designed for the welfare of the animal, the true 

athlete. 

Cal Rei designs each product carefully with the 
maximum precision, aiming at perfection and 

ultimate functionality for the horse.

Moreover, we can adapt our productions to the 
necessities of our customers, customizing the 

ideal products for each horse. 
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Cal Rei is a young enterprising company dedicated to the research, manufacture and sale of 
technical textile products for horse riding.

Based on the experience of a great horsewoman and founder of the company, together with a 
family tradition of over 50 years in the textile sector, the ideal foundation was set to develop 
the company’s ethos, how it is run and the high quality of its materials, production and results, 
taken care of to the smallest detail.

Because of this, with the support and collaboration of a fantastic team of professionals, veteri-
narians, trainers and international riders, product lines with standout features have been creat-
ed. They are constantly renewed and updated following market trends and new developments 
thanks to research and dedication on a day to day basis.

Cal Rei designs each product with upmost precision and care, seeking perfection and greater 
functionality for the horse. We also adapt to the needs of our customers, creating “the ideal 
equipment for your horse” in a personalized way.

 A brief history of the company

“Once upon a time there was a girl who turned her passion for animals and her career 
as a rider into the basis to create the best technical products for horse riding”.
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This is the Cal Rei team, a family business founded by a great horsewoman, Laia Serra. 
Having been in contact with and passionate about horses since the age of 5, her dream, enthu-
siasm and love of animals led her to start a project with a team of professionals, a team which 
has since become a small family.

With her husband, Oriol Hernández, who co-manages business as well as production coordi-
nation, she has created a workshop where everything is made in-house by a team of seam-
stresses who have wide experience in all types of sewing and specific training in technical 
textile work.

One of the advantages of being a small company is that all team members can take part in its 
development. Different areas work together in research,  the search for new materials and the 
creation of new products, with meetings with the department of business management, 
production and communication.

Our company was founded 
to create technical products 
for horse riding through inno-
vation of materials in order 
to come up with the topmost 
features for horse and rider.

Cal Rei works day to day on 
the development of new 
materials and pioneering 
products in order to stay at 
the forefront of the horse 
riding market..

Our brand believes in quali-
ty and focuses uncondition-
ally on the welfare and 
well-being of the animal, 
with its comfort being our 
aim. Thanks to this, we keep 
a close eye on the process 
from start to finish. For us, 
passion and innovation are 
the core values of our work..

 Mission  Vision  Values

“We are moved by the feelings, the values, the desire to create, to help 
and to leave a mark.”

 Our team
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The essence of quality in Cal Rei products comes from research and development carried out 
during the many years working in the sector and constant innovation in adapting to new trends 
and techniques.

The search for the highest quality fabrics with standout features which enable us to develop 
new textile products makes all the difference in the finish and final result of the product.

The technical fabrics, made exclusively for Cal Rei, are hand-made creating ergonomically 
shaped products for greater comfort. They are 100% adaptable to the body, thermoregulators 
and allow a constant air and liquid flow.

The search for new materials enables us to offer features designed exclusively for the comfort 
of the animal by reducing sweat, unpleasant odors, scratches and sensitivity thanks to the 
spring effect created which, at the same time, reduces pressure. All products have been devel-
oped to be anti-mite and anti-pressure sore and are easy to clean and maintain.

Cal Rei’s design and in-house manufacturing translates into a wide range of unique and 
distinctive products on the market, placing them and the brand itself at the forefront of the 
sector.

“We make our products down to the final detail. From the highest quality fabrics to the 
innovation of materials and shapes that directly affect the final result of the product, it 

all becomes a true experience for both horse and rider.”

Own manufacture and quality
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Our collections and products



 Saddle
 cloths

 and
Numnahs

100 % adaptable to the horse

Vital in thermoregulation, and 
assisting maximum performance 
and recovery

Allows the free flow of air and fluid 
both from and to the horse though 
the fabric

Prevents sweat accumulation, 
irritation and discomfort. Hygienic & 
ideal for sensitive skin

Avoid bad odors

Affords excellent weight, pressure 
distribution and cushioning.

Anti bacterial. 

Easy care - Cold hose or machine 
wash. Fast natural dry or tumble dry 
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Topacio

Discuplines

Colors

DRESSAGE 
SADDLE CLOTH 

PONY DRESSAGE PONY JUMPING WESTERN

JUMPING NUMNAHDRESSAGE 
NUMNAH

JUMPING SADDLE 
CLOTH (L) 

JUMPING SADDLE 
CLOTH (S) 

Finished with 
poli leather trim 
hypoallergenic. 
Easy washing.

ENDURANCE EVENTING TREKKING
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001 011 016 085 088 065 035 037 055 048 045

White/
white

Black/
black

Black/
red

Navy/
brown

Navy/
bavy

Light 
blue/
 Navy

Light 
blue/

 Brown

Red/
brown

Beige/
brown

Beige/
green

Orange/
brown



Diamond
Diamond

Disciplines

Colors

DRESSAGE 
SADDLE CLOTH 

PONY DRESSAGE PONY JUMPING

JUMPING NUMNAHDRESSAGE 
NUMNAH

JUMPING SADDLE 
CLOTH (L)

JUMPING SADDLE 
CLOTH (S)

Finished with 
polyester - Cotton
trim 

9
White/
golde

White/
silver

White/
bonze

Black/
gold

Black/
silver

Black/
bronze

00010 00011 00012 01110 01111 01112



Casual

Colors

DRESSAGE 
SADDLE CLOTH 

JUMPING SADDLE 
CLOTH (L)

 Finished with
 polyester - Cotton
 trim, with piping
applied
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Disciplines

Black/
black/

red

Navy/
Navy/
Beige

Navy/
Navy/
Light 
blue

Beige/
Beige/
Beige

0116 0883 0884 0333



 Correction
   pads

Excellent pressure distribution 
and cushioning

Proper adjustment with the saddle 
and the horse’s back. 
This innovation 
has been created to enable 
the correct fit of the saddle 
to the horse back during transitional 
growth or work stages.

Inside pockets with kit fillings included
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Topacio

Sizes

From 16'' to 21''

Colors

16'' 17'' 18'' 19'' 20'' 21''

Finished with poli 
leather trim 

hypoallergenic. Easy 
washing. 

12
White/
white

Black/
black

0100



Diamond
Diamond

Sizes

From16'' to 21''

Colors

16'' 17'' 18'' 19'' 20'' 21''

 Finished with
 polyester- Cotton

trim
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White/
gold

White/
silver

White/
bronze

Black/
gold

Black/
silver

Black/
bronze

00010 00011 00012 01110 01111 01112



Ear nets

100% adaptable. 

Its lightness and breathability 
gives the maximum comfort to the 
horse granting him a feeling of freedom.

Prevents sweat accumulation, 
irritation and discomfort.

Easy care- prevents heat buildup, 
whilst allowing renewed oxygen intake.

The animal will be perfectly able 
to move its ears and the minimal 
weight will be almost unnoticed.

Among its properties, it also provides 
relief from flies and irritants. 
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Diamond
Diamond

Sizes

Colors

M L

 Finished with
 polyester- Cotton
trim
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White/
golde

White/
silver

White/
bonze

Black/
gold

Black/
silver

Black/
bronze

00010 00011 00012 01110 01111 01112



Casual

Sizes

Colors

M L

Finished with 
polyester- Cotton 
trim, with piping 
applied.
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Black/
black/

red

Navy/
Navy/
Beige

Navy/
Navy/
Light 
blue

Beige/
Beige/
Beige

0116 0883 0884 0333



 Bandages
 and

under bandages

The pressure exerted by the bandage 
on the leg wrap is softly absorbed and 
perfectly distributed, providing comfort 
whilst protecting and supporting

Its excellent breathability and capacity 
of humidity prevention provides an 
excellent oxygen contribution, which is 
good both for the epidermis and for 
the prevention of rash caused by the 
accumulation of sweat.

Thanks to the particular structure 
of this material, bandages withstand 
all humidity conditions, providing 
thermal regulation which prevents 
any overheating of the legs, 
especially in the tendons.

Provides optimal hygiene and 
anti-bacterial properties
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Bandages

Sizes

Colors

330cm

260cm (Pony)

18
Black White Beige Light 

blue/ 
navy

Orange/
brown

Red NavyLight 
blue

/ brown

08810 2u 4u01110 00010 03310 04811 04510 05512 06610 08810

Packaging



 Under Bandages

Medidas

Colors

44 x 29cm

Size

19
Black/
Black

White/
white

01 00

Packaging

2u 4u



Protections

Designed with dense 3D fabric which 
ensures maximum cushioning 
and protection against strikes. 

Provides excellent comfort and 
protection during trips and journeys. 

Thanks to the openness of the fabric, 
total ventilation is achieved and 
therefore humidity and sweat.  

Anti bacterial.

Easy care. 
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Stable boots 

Size

Colors

U

Fully covered by a 
special fabric that 
keeps the horse’s 

legs warm and 
thermally stable by 
blocking the loss of 

temperature. 

Finished with poli 
leather trim 
hypoallergenic. Easy 
washing. 

21
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Transport Boots

Medidas

Colores

U

Finished with poli 
leather trim 

hypoallergenic. 
Easy washing. 

Due to the unique ventilation properties of the fabric the user will enjoy 
excellent ventilation and coolness, avoid humidity and sweat accumulation. 
Cool, hard legs are less prone to damage. These boots provide this benefit. 
The high degree of cushioning of 3D Fabric also protects the horse´s legs 
from accidental strikes or knocks during transportation. Paired with the tail 

guard, your horse will travel safely and comfortably to whatever race or 
adventure you have in mind.
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Tail Guards

Size

Colors

U

Finished with 
poli leather trim 

hypoallergenic. 
Easy washing  

23

Its material avoids the risk of rubbing and tail damage 
due to bacteria build up. The composition of this 

product acts also like a “spring” which protects from 
blows and knocks, supporting and protecting. 
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Kits

Colors

Sizes

De 16'' a 21''

16'' 17'' 18'' 19'' 20'' 21''

Black White

01 00

25
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 Nose band
and headband

protector

Barcelona

 Maximum protection and
 transpiration, finished with an 
 inner lining for more sensitive
 skin made of laminated 3D with
 corsetry mesh that prevents the
entrance of horse hair

Velcro subjections

30x8cm

14x8cm



100 % adaptable to the horse

Development of a new inner lining 
for more sensitive skin made of 
laminated 3D with corsetry mesh that
prevents the entrance of horse hair.

Finished with poli leather:
- STOPSTAIN: Quick and easy cleaning
- Antibacterial
- High abrasion resistance
- High lighfastness
- Resistant saltwater
- Flame retardancy

Vital in thermoregulation, and 
assisting maximum performance 
and recovery

Allows the free flow of air and fluid both 
from and to the horse though the fabric

Prevents sweat accumulation, 
irritation and discomfort. Hygienic & 
ideal for sensitive skin.

Anti bacterial and avoid bad odors

Affords excellent weight, pressure 
distribution and cushioning. Avoid 
friction

Easy care - Cold hose or machine wash. 
Fast natural dry or tumble dry 

LIMITED EDITION

 I+D



LIMITED EDITION

Colors

Discuplines

DRESSAGE 
SADDLE CLOTH 

PONY DRESSAGE PONY JUMPING WESTERN

JUMPING NUMNAHDRESSAGE 
NUMNAH

JUMPING SADDLE 
CLOTH (L) 

JUMPING SADDLE 
CLOTH (S) 

ENDURANCE EVENTING TREKKING 27

 Finished with
 antibacterial

 poli leather trim

 Saddle
cloths
 and

Numnahs



LIMITED EDITION

Colors

Sizes

M L  Finished with
 polyester- Cotton

trim

Made with
 laminated 3D  with
 maximum
 transpiration and
 more sensitive

28

Ear nets



Colors

 Finished with
 screen textile

 affording exelent
 cushoning

 SIZE
Small

 Medium
Large
X Large
XX Large

 A
24cm
25cm

26,5cm
27cm

27,5cm

 B
38cm
39cm
42cm
43cm
44cm

 C
10,50cm

11cm
11cm

11,50cm
12cm

A

B

C

LIMITED EDITION
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Bell boots



Colors

 Finished with elastic
 velcro that allows

 maximum adaptability

 Inner made of 9mm
 3D material that
 absorb the impact and
 affords cushioning
 

 A
23,5cm
24,5cm
27,5cm
29,5cm

 B
25cm
26cm
28cm
31cm

 C
14,5cm
15,5cm
17,5cm
19,5cm

 HORSE
Pony

 Cob
Horse
Warmblod

 RECOMMENDED SIZE
Small

 Medium
Large

Large / X Large

LIMITED EDITION
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Work boots

 SIZE
Small

 Medium
Large
X Large

A

B

C



CAL REI LUXE FACTORY S.L.
Avinguda del Vallès, 71
08228 Terrassa (Barcelona)
Telf. +34 93 784 56 55 
info@calreibarcelona.com 
www.calreibarcelona.com
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